SALSA ON ICE REPORT: 01 November 2017

Weather:
Weather conditions, sunny, winds 06 knots, temperature minus 12C

SALSA Drillers on ice: Dar Gibson, Graham Roberts, Dennis Duling, Joshua Mehlin, Justin Burnett

Drill Team Update
• Justin Burnett arrived today so work will begin on the operating system as soon as Justin finishes his core classes.
• Drill team help stage and prep the skis that go under the HRC. I want to point out that Fleet-Ops did a top of the line professional job of lifting and setting our HRC container onto its skis.
• HRC was transported from the lift area to the SPOTSA site for us.
• Preparing drill electrical components for transport to the HRC.

Cargo:
• One box of pump parts that was shipped late last season was located in Crary and that completes our incoming cargo for 2016-17 (it was ordered late and arrived after we left for the season).
• Last major crate of cargo, the DNF crate with motor controllers, arrived and has been secured.
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HRC being set on skis

Report by Dennis Duling